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Marriage Act

Proposal #52 Marriage act was the re-submission of Proposal #50 Marriage Act by Tobias Geminasu in YE
24 after the wording of the first marriage act was considered too strict to pass in the Senate of Yamatai.
This proposal passed 4 Yay / 1 Nay.

Purpose

1. To provide laws for legal bindings, ie marriage.

Marriage Act

The couple that wishes to be bound by marriage, should consult with each other and ask the1.
person they feel should bind them.
Couple grouping are undefined, for example:2.

male, female, female; or1.
female, female, female;2.
male, male, male;3.
male, male, female, and vice versa.4.
Or Male and female, and vice versa.5.

If the partner in a marriage suspects his/or her spouse is in an affair with another, a divorce may be3.
held immediately if that is what is decided by one or all of of the supposed couple.
All divorces, should undergo a small waiting period of 2 to 3 days, pending on whether the couple4.
feels the need to change their decision.
Marriages may take in areas that the couple can choose from so long as the owner of the said area5.
isn't against it being used that. And the owner of the area may charge a small fee no higher than
500 KS to provide for the used services.
Couples should first seek to get a marriage licence from their local governments from which they6.
will reside at. This document should be kept safe and is used in the pending of divorces.

OOC Notes

Proposal #52 Marriage act written by Tobias Geminasu on 16 Jan 2004. Kim created this article on
2018/01/05 17:55.
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